Flexible, Customizable and systematic
the Industry Standard!
When machining long work pieces, vibrations
can easily occur. When turning, milling or
grinding, these results in a wavy surface of
the work piece (chatter marks) as well as
increased noise nuisance.
This makes Richter Steady Rests® indispensable
aids for machining such work pieces. Through
years of practical experience, H. Richter
Vorrichtungsbau GmbH has managed to
manufacture steady rests in a modular design
system.

Richter Steady Rests

Steady Rests Type 3-6 with patented measuring system

How this is done:
You select a steady rest type according to your workholding problem - please give us a
call if you need assistance - fill out a dimension sheet with the main dimensions of your
machine, and you will receive an offer from us right away.
We manufacture your cast iron based steady rest in custom-made fashion,and,
depending on the type, it will be ready for use at your premises in
four to twelve weeks.
Richter Steady Rests® electronic measuring system!
The electronic system especially developed and patented by
H. Richter Vorrichtungsbau GmbH for fast centring of steady
rests can be used with all sliding, grinding and roller steady rests.
Doing so, the steady rest can operate for up to one week
independent of the mains and recharges in a few hours.
A definite savings with set-up times and thus a
real efficiency advantage.
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Steady Rest Type 8-6
for 100 Tons with
Patented measuring system.

Standard Steady Rests Type 1-1, D = 100

Richter Steady Rests® will be always:
●
designed for your workholding problem,
●
manufactured to fit your machine,
●
made from cast iron
●
for best vibration absorption and to
●
deliver the biggest possible turning diameter on your machine.
●
In general our steady rests will be delivered „ready for production“.
●
Depending on the steady rest type you will get it in 4 to 12 weeks.
●
Standard Steady Rest Type 1-1 with a diameter of 100, 150 or 200 mm are
deliverable immediately from our stock.

Richter Steady Rests

Based in the town of Langenhagen near Hannover, Germany, Richter Steady Rests®
manufactures these manual centring steady rests with a high degree of professional
accuracy, doing so within a short period of time and always geared in custom-made
fashion to the field of application and the respective device delivers precision work by the
market leader.

Type 1 - with Collapsible Top
Suitable for workpieces ranging from Ø 4 to 450 mm and loads up to 5 tons.
The smallest steady rest is suitable for diameters ranging from Ø 4 to 100 mm.
For workpiece with more than Ø 300 mm and Ø 70 mm quills and above we can
fit the steady rest with a gas spring for easier opening and closing operation.
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Type 2 - with Removable Top
Suitable for workpiece diameters from 400 to 1,500 mm and loads up to
30 tons. Steady rests with removable top are available with three or four
quills, depending upon the application. The top has to be lifted with a
crane.
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Type 3 - with Swiveling Top
Suitable for workpiece diameters ranging from 400 to 1,200 mm and loads up
to 30 tons. Steady rests with a swiveling top are designed for processes, for
which the standstill time of the machine must be kept to minimum. Since the
top can easily moved by hand, no crane is needed even for bigger steady
rests. This considerably reduces the setup time for a new application!
This steady rest is only available with three quills.
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Type 4 - Traveling Steady Rest

Richter Steady Rests

The traveling steady rest is fixed on the slide. It facilitates e.g.
continuous processing and thread cutting of long shafts or spindles.
These rests absorb the pressure directly on the tool at the time of chip
removal. They are particularly needed for long thin shafts. Suitable for
tools with a diameter of up to Ø 400 mm. Seldom suitable for higher
diameters. Available as a sliding or rolling steady rest.

Type 4-2

Type 5 - C-Form Steady Rest
The C-Form steady rest has an open structure and is also used with
several additional steady rests one after the other. Thus, very long and
thin shafts can be processed, since they are well-protected against
bending. The C-Form will also be used in CNC-lathes. With its open
design it gives the other tools more room for operation.
C-form steady rests are designed for loads up to the two-digit tons range.
The support can run along on a second slide bed. This type of steady rest
combines the features of a traveling steady rest and a stationary steady
rest.
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Type 6 - Open Grinding Steady Rest
In grinding steady rests, different materials are used for gliding instead of rollers to
facilitate tool contact. These are: White metal, bronze, Pertinax, special types of
plastic or hard metal. Grinding also takes place in the center of a special steady
rest, whereby a true running of up to 2µ is achieved! These steady rests are
suitable for loads up to the two-digit ton range.
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Type 6 - Closed Grinding Steady Rest
Grinding Steady Rests can also build with closed design. This is
available with three or four quills, depending upon the application.
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Type 7 - Open Steady Rest
The open steady rest 7-1 shown here is used on a two revolver Okuma
Machine. It is suitable for small batches and can be put into operation within a
few minutes. The clamping range of this steady rest extends up to Ø 100 mm.
Richter Steady Rests
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Type 8-1 - Roller Steady Rest

Richter Steady Rests

Roller steady rests do not have an upper quill. They are build for
workpieces up into the double-digit tons range and diameters up to
three meters.
They are used to avoid the sagging of long workpieces such as
marine shafts for example. Often they will be used in combination
with ordinary steady rests at the machining position.

Type 8-1

Type 8-3 - Roller Steady Rest with Slide
This type of roller steady rest will be used at machines with limited
center height relative to work piece diameter.
In stead of quills, the rollers will be held by slides operated by one
or two lead screws. To archive a wide diameter range, in some
cases you are able to interchange slides with different heights.
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Type 8-6 - Sliding Steady Rest
In manufacturing, maintenance and repair of generators and turbine
rotors at the heavy duty turning machine you have to support heavy
loads. The permanent oil flow from the center of all quills ensures a
safe and non damaging operation. The oil flow is recovered, filtered
and recycled internaly to be used again. A pair of these steady rests
already in use, has a capacity of up to 100 tons.
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Type 8-10 - Floating Roller Block
The floating roller block was developed especial for the crank shaft
industry. It carrys the work piece at its original crank bearings, while
inspected in the quality department. Therefore it is additional equipped
with linear bearings in the base to compensate alignment errors.
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Type 9-1 - Ring Steady Rest
Ring steady rests are meant for long thin and crude work pieces. With these
steady rests, bends or distortions can be worked upon to produce straight
workpieces quickly. You clamp the quills directly to the work pieces without
the need of a true running steady rest seat. Quills and Workpiece will rotate
together in the ball bearing of the inner ring with high true run.
This is a tremendous time saving feature of ring steady rests making it
most profitable.
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Type 9-2 - Ring Steady with Chuck
For smaller work piece loads we also offer a ring steady rest with
chuck. With this device the setup time is reduced because of the
easy access of the jaws as opposed to Type 9-1. During operation,
the yellow cover protects the worker from the rotating parts.
For clamping irregular structures or delicate parts like plastic tubes
we offer individual designed top jaws.
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Type 11 - Tailstock
A tailstock is the counterpart of the lathe chuck or a circular
table. We build manual and hydraulic tailstocks for all kind of
applications up to quill diameters of 200 mm and Morse Taper 7.
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